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Responding to Child Abuse in the Schools:
Issues in Interagency Cooperation
By Naomi Gillins, SteAttorney,
NSBA, Abaxandria, Virginia

INTRODUCTION

Many recenc efforts at improving the weil-being of children in
our society have focused on how public agencies can work
together in order to eliminate duplication. to close pps and to
make services more responsive to individual needs.' These
collaborative efforts are becoming more frequent in how
government responds to cases of child malumtment, with many
state codes explicitly mandating interagency cooperation and
providing mechanisms for shared communications where
confidentiality rules might otherwise discourage information
exchange. While these state statutory provisiors usually call for
coordination between child protective services (CPS)
departments and law enfcxcement entities such as the police and
local prosecutors, school involvement in such cases is becoming
more common and is of absolute necessity when the abuse is
alleged to have been committed by a school employee.

This article will examine the legal and practical issues school
officials should consider in handling a use of abuse allegedly
committed by a school employee and suggest ways in which
schcols can work with the other parties involved in order to bast
serve the needs of the child while not neglecting their own
obligations nor unduly interfering with the interests and
responsibilities of others.2 While this discussion will focus

1. NSBA has promoted legislation currently before Congress which
encouragm interagency cooperatims to respond to the needs of the
hoie child in older to enable and enhance learning experbnces In
schools. Unk-Up for Ixanting Act, H.R. 520. S. 48.

2. This snide does not deal with inteempency comensmicatio7.1 rebted to
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primarily on inter-cooperation at the investigative stage, its
purpose is not to give comprehensive advice on appropriate
investigative techniques.3

The interests of the parties vary with the type of rmltreaunent
involved and the current gams of the case. These factors can, of
course, affect how easily coordination and collaboration are
achieved While all the parties may agree that the child's welfare
is paramount each agency has its own perspective on how best

screening prospective employees for past criminal or abuse hisioty.
See Mann, J. "Negligent Hiring and Resendon of Unfit Employees;
Scope of a School Distrkt's Liability,"&boot law Reviesv-1991. at
7-1 (NSBA 1991); Howard, S. "Employment Rekrence Checks and
liabBity Issues," Impiry and Analysis, September 1990, at 1. It abo
does not discuss the communication that should take pbce between
local school distrkss and state boards of education or other stale
licensing authorides when k is determined that a school empioyee
has enstged In child abuse. Some stales recrAte law enforcement
authorides so notify the board that issues teaching certilicases of
convictions or arrests of teachers for child ohne. See e.g., Ark Rev.

Asos .5 15-510(ft Cal. Paid Code 5 291, 291.5; CORO (len. Stat. 5
17-313a(fX4). lava by administrathe regun requiem the level one
invesdgmor So file a coeprttnt with the State Board of Eckmstional
Examinees in cases of founded or *knitted abuse. Filing a compbint
is discredonary where the accused employee vakunerily resigns
without admkting the truth of the allegations. Iowa Model Policy
102.11. Relaying such information to the licensing endty with power
to revoke teaching cnicues would appear to be an effective means
of prevendng an abusive employee who has been discharged from
sknply seeldnganpioyment in another location.

3. See Frels, K. and Bump, R. Investigating Alleged Wrongdoing by
Empkoyees hi tbe Scbool Setting (NMI& 1990); Biggs, J. and Rice, K.
School Arkninistrotors Guide to Investigations (Wads Blue. Resource
Inc. 1992).
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to promote that interest and meet its own legal obligations. A
school district, in addition to addressing concerns about the
individual child involved, must also act to protect the health. safety
and weliare of all its students. This could require the removal and
eventual termination of the employee, if the charges are tme. To
take such action. the school districr must have supporting facts
gathered through a thorough investigation. Adequate
investigations ate absolutely essential to protecting the interest of
the child, the accused employee and the sclxxA district by either
providing evidence to support the discharge of an employee who
has actually abused a student or by discovering that the
lillegations are unfounded In either case, the school district has
demonstrated that it exercised due care in handling the abuse
complaint, thereby minimizing its exposure to liability claims.

The school district's handling of abuse allegatOns may at times
conflict with the responsibilities of CPS or law enforcement. In
addition to child abuse reporting laws, school officials who
receive an abuse complaint must comply with established
policies. procedures. collective bargaining agreements and staie
education codesnone of which apply to the other agencies.
The goals of CPS workers focus primarily on determining
whether or not statutorily defined child abuse or neglect has
occurred and on taking necessary actions to protect and treat the
child. Law enforcement agents must determine whether any
criminal violation has occurred and whether sufficient evidence
exists to prosecute the accused for the alleged offense. When
conflicts do arise, school officials must be able to resolve the
issues without compromising the district's ability to meet its own
legal responsibilities. The following information may assist
schools in this regard.

STATE COOPERATION STATUI'ES

Many states have recognized the necessity and importance of
interagency cooperation in dealing with child abuse and have
enacted statutes to encourage and facilitate collaboration.4 These
statutes represent a critical step in facilitating the coordination of
agency efforts in abuse cases but do contain a number of
shortcomings from the perspective of a school faced with
responding promptly and effectively to a report of alleged abuse
of a student by a school employee.

Cooperation Mandates

Although numerous states have enacted laws mandating
cooperation between agencies in the handling of abuse cases.
only 13 specifically mention schools or education agencies as
particifyants in the specified collaborative efforts (other than child
protection [earns. discussed below). Sm. eg, Conn. Gen. Stat. §
r-38f; Fla. Stat. § 415.509.. lowa Code § 232.71(5). (6): Kan. Stat.
Ann. § 38-1523 (b). (f). (g); Mich. Comp. Ltws 5 -22.628(8): NJ.
Stat. Ann. 59:6-8.72a: Ra. Stat. Ann. rit. 11.5 2218: Tex. Fain. CAxle §
34.06: Wa.sh. Rev. Code 5 26.44.030. Other states do not explicitly
refer to schools in their cooperation statutes but probably
encompass them through broad auegories such as. "other state
and local departments. agencies. authorities and institutions shall

4. The inkrmadon on state child abuse statutes reamed in this article is
based on materials presented in US. Delft of Heahh and Human
Serykes, State Statutes Related to Cbild Abuse mut Neglect 1988
(1989). That pubikation contains kidsistive pewWons signed into
law before December 31. 1988. Consequendy, there may hate been
subsequent chkages in state law whkh are not considered or
discussed in this ankk.
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cxoperate. . .- Va. Code Ann. 5 63.1-2-18-17. See aLco Haw. Rev.
Stat. 5 587-84 (every public official must render all assistance): Ind.
Qxle § 36-6-11-10(c) (child protective services shall cooperate
\Nith and shall seek and receive cooperation of appropriate public
and private agencies): Minn. Stat. 5 256.01(4) (Commissioner of
human services shall assist and actively cooperate with other
departments. agencies and institutions): Nev. Rev. Stat. § 432B.210
( protective services must receive from state or any political
subdivision or any agency any cooperation, assistance and
information it requests). While sonic of these laws co provide for
mut-6W cooperation. in general they appear intended to generate
assistance to CPS agencies in fulfilling their statutory duties. For
example. some of the qatutes mention schools only in terms of
their obligation to permit investiottory interviews by CPS workes
or law enforcement agents to occur on school premises. Others
simply direct other governmental agencies to assist CPS when
requested to do so. This statutory orientation is. of course. entirely
appropriate Oven that child abuse laws univeisally chaige CPS or
law enforcement agencies with the responsibility for investigating
reported child abuse and taking appropriate action to protect
abused children. While consistent with their statutory purpase.
these provisions do not nt-essarily support school diAricts' own
investigatory needs. Noneti reless. school districts certainly mast
comply with these directives to cooperate with investigations
conducted by CPS andror law enforcement agents and should
attempt to develop beneficial working relationships which may
lead to informal exchange of information on a case-by-else basis.
Such dialogue can he extremely helpful lxit must always remain
within the confines of the law.

CUM Protection Teams

Another cooperative mechanism that increasingly appeus in
state child abuse statutes is the establishment of multidisciplinary
child protection teams. Over 30 states have provisions directing
the creation of child protection teams: approximately half of these
states make a representative from the education field eit r a
mandatory or permissive member of the team. See. eg, Ala. Code
§ 26-16-50: Colo. Rev. Stat. § 19-3-303: 111. Ann. Stat. ch. 23. §
Ind Code § 31-6-11-14: Mass. Gen. L ch. 28A. § 6A: Minn. Stat §
626.558: N.D. Cent Code § 50-25.1-02: Utah Code Ann. §
509: Va. Code § 63.1-248.6. School representatives may be
included on child protection teams in other states as a matter of
administrative policy or practice where team composition is left to
the discretion of the social services agency. The functions
assigned by statute to child protection teams vary from state to
state, with the most prevalent role cited being to assist with or
carry out the identification, diagnosis. evaluation and treatment of
child abuse Gists. Other frequently mentioned responsibilities
include identification and coordinarion of services available to
abused chikken and their families, case review or consultation.
and development of community awareness and education
programs. While some states limit child protection teams to
advisory toles, most appear to structure than as a rive participants
and service providers in abuse cases. A few states even
specifically delegate investigatory duties to these teams. See. ea.
Me. Rev. Stat. Ann. tit. 22, § 5005(2): Md. Ann. Code art. 88A. §
6(bX 2): Mo. Rev. Stat. § 210.145(a). 210.150: Nev. Rev. Stat. §
432B.350; Tenn. Qxle Ann. 5 37-1-607: Utah Code Ann. 5 62A-i-
509.

Not only does a school representative's participation on a child
protection team facilitate raluable exchange of information to
as.sist in evaluating and treating specific instances of child abuse.

Inquiry & Analysis
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the school may also use its participation on such a team as an
oppoitunity to demonstrate its commitment to joint effon and to
foster undeistanding of the factors that affect a school's handling
of abuse reports. By doing so. the school representative may
begin to lay the gound work of trust necessary to establishing
cooperative ageements that reflect the interests and Obligations of
all the concerned parties. A particularly difficult issue to resolve
will involve how information will be shared during the
investigatoty stage of abuse cases. A joint publication issued by
the Education Commission of the States and several other
concerned organizations recommends that issues of
confidentiality and interagency informadon sharing be addressed
only after a strong base of understanding and shared commitment
has been established. Confidentiality and Collaboration:
Information Sharing in Interagency gTons.7 (1992).

CONFIDENIIAMY PROVISIONS

Chi d Abuse Records

The soope of cooperative ageernents will be affected by the
legal restrictions placed upon information sharing by statutes.
iegulations. constitutional provisions and court decisions. Both

federal and state laws limit access to child welfare records to
specified parties with a legitimate need for the information. The
Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act. 42 USC § 5101 et
seq., requires that states receiving federal funds under the Act
provide by statute that -all records concerning repons of child
abuse and neglect are confidential and that their unauthorized
disclosure is a criminal offense." 45 CER § 1340.14(0. In general.
state laws provide accss to these records to persons investigating

abuse reports or to those providing services to abuse victims.

Several states do include school officials or education agencies
among those to whom access is granted See. e.g., Conn Gen.
Stat. § 1747a; Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 620.050(4Xd); la. Rev. Stat.

Ann. § 46.56(F); RI. Gen. Laws § 42-72-8: Wash. Rev. Code §
26.44.070: Wyo. Stat § 14-3-214. Other states ould conceivably
make information available to schools under other broader
categories of persons to whom records may be released, such as

those with legitimate need, agencies supervising child abuse
victims, public officials in canying out their official duties and
mandatory reporters. Often Ames granting access to child abuse
records limit the use of information obtained float the recomis or
require that those with access to records promise to preserve their
confidentiality. Other state statutes explicitly permit records to be
releas,..xl with consent of the parents and/or victims. Consent
exceptions may also he established by case law or administrative

regulations.
While these confidentiality testrictions on child abuse records

may appear to limit the bounds of interagency cooperation.
avenues that permit useful information exchange without
violating the underlying privacy considerations from which the
confidentiality provisions derive should be explored. For
example, ECS points out that a statute may clearly prevent release

of a child abuse record but not specifically prohibit a caseworker
from discussing cenain details of the case which also may be
recorded in the official file. ECS. Confidentiality at 10. Of course.

statutory silence slxxild not nexessarily he interpreted as license.
and such dialogue should occur only after due consideration of

the lexil risks entailed.
Law enforcement personnel investigating or prosecuting a

case of child abuse may also be subject to the confidentiality
restrictions imposed by child welfare axles. This may he e.

May 1993
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or else result from requirements that those rxinies Oven access to
child abuse records preserve the confidentiality of the infamation
contained therein or to restrict its use to certain specified
purposes. law enforcement entities may also 1\-r subject to public
records disclosure exceptions which prohibit the release of
criminal investigative reports or non-conviction dau. E,g., Wash.
Rev. Code § 10.97.030. Apia there may be useful information
which does not fall into one of these protected categories that law
enforcement agents may be legally permitted to reveal.

Siudent Records

Schools engaged in interagency efforts in child abuse cases
must adhere to the confidentiality requirements of the Family
Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FETPA), 20 U.S.0 § 1232g et
seq., which prohibits the release of student records without
parental consent and gives parents the ight to see their child's
records.' Only directory information may be disclosed without
consent. FERPA does not appear to be a major obstacle to
interagency collaboration in school-based child abuse cases, but
its requirement for parental consent should be grictly followed
before releasing information from a student's record to another
agency. Absent parental consent, an exception permits disclosure
of information where a "health or safety emergency" exists. 20
U.S.C. § 1232g(bX1XI), 34 C.ER § 99.31(aX10). Accorcling to a
recent U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
publication.

It is the position of (the National Center on Child Abuse and
Negleal NCCAN and the Fair Information Practices Staff
(the Federal unit that administets FERPA) that child abuse
and neglect generally may be considered a "health or safety
emergency" if the State definition of child abuse and neglect
is limited to situations in Which a child's health or safety is
endangered. Furthermore. NCCAN and the Fair
Information Practices Staff have agreed that responsibility
for determining whether a "health or safety emergency"
exists must be made by the school official involved on a
case-by-case basis.

Tower, C. The Role of Educators in the Protection and Treatment
of Chikl Abuse and Neglect. (DHHS Pub. No. (ACI) 92-30172.
1992).

Tower also cites another exception to the prior consent rule
which permits release of information in school records to -State
and local officials or authorities to whom such information is
specifically required to be disclosed pursuant to State statute
adopted prior to Novembei 19, 1974 ." 20 U.S.0 § 1232g(bX1XE).

Thus, this exception would apply in States that passed child abuse
reporting laws prior to that date. Role of Educators. at 32.
However. it appears limited to that information specifically
required to be disclosed in the child abuse report and not to a
child's record generally.

Schools must also ensure that they GhSetVe the confidentiality
iequirements imposed on student records by other laws, such as
the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act 20 U.S.C. §§ 1412
(2 )(D ), 1417(c), 1480( 2 ); 34 C. F. R. §§ 300.129, 300. 560-. 576.
303.460 and the Public Health Service Act, 42 U.S.C. §§ 29(kkl-3.
290ee-3; 42 C.F.R Part 2 (drug and alcohol abuse recoids).6

5. See Uhler S. "Faintly Eckwational Rights and Privacy Ad," borgtthy

andAmaiysis. May 1909, at L

6. See Rubin. D. "Fedend Confidentty Require:nem for School Drug
Counseling Prognms,"/Nquity aNdAnalysit, May 1991, at I.
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Personnel Records

When entering into interagency cooperation ageements that
apply to school-based child abuse cases, schools must also
carefully consider what infbrmation about an accused employee it
may lawfiffly communicate to other parties. Liws governing the
disclosure of employee records may derive from several different
sources. i.e.. public records disclosure statutes. right to know
statutes, state education codes. administrative policies and
regulations. general case law and collective bargaining
agreements. There may also he special provisions in a state's
child welfare axle. For example, in New York the commissioner
of social services is entitled to receive from other governmental
agencies such assistance and data as will enable the depaitment
and local child protective services divisions to fulfill their
responsibilities properly. N.Y. Soc. Sew. Law § 425(1). Where
these various laws do not speak clearly or appear to conflict.
reconciling them may be difficult but is essential to promoting
effective interagency cooperation without infringing on the
interests of any party including the accu.%xl.

Special attention must be paid to those provisions which
protect certain material from public disclosure. For example.
some gates exempt from public access employee performance
evaluations, individual salary information, preliminary or
investigatory information, internal memoranda. opinion
statements. disciplinary records. non-final recommendations.
highly personal information, etc. Courts tend to interpret statutory
exceptions to access yew nanowly and place the burden on the
custodian of the recoros to demonstrate that information withheld
falls within one of the exempt categories and therefore is entitled
to protection. See e.g., Brouillet v. Cows Publishing Co.. 1N
Wash.2d 788, 791 P.2d 526 (Wash. 1990), 60 Educ. L Rep. 638
(requiring release of records specifying reasons for teacher
cettificate revocations). Courts do not necessarily defer to agency
regulations guaranteeing confidentiality of particular records. Id at
7q4. and may not uphold collective bargaining agreements that
attempt to rt...rict access to public employee personnel files. E.g..

Milk v. aiyle. 407 So.2d 348 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 11) Bcard of
Education v. Amman. N.Y.2d 527. 394 N.Y.S.2d 143. 362
N.E.2d 943 (1977). These precedents generally arose out of
attempts by government entifies to withhold certain infomiation
from the general public or the media. Therefore, the law must be
carefully sautinized to determine whether material exempt from
general public disclosure may nevertheless be exchanged by
government agencies in pursuit of their official functions.

OVERCOMING POTENTIAL CONFUCTS OF
INTERFST IN INTERAGENCY COOPERAIION

Several points of conflicts which have proven troublesome to
those concerned about school-based child abuse are discussed
below.

Rejx-nfing

The first contact between schools and other agencies in
school-based abuse cases will usually occur when a statutorily
required report of suspected abuse is made. In all fifty states.
school peisonnel are required to report suspected child abuse to
either CPS or to law enforcement agencie. However, not all
gates clearly raluire the reporting of alleged abuse by a school
employee. Rderal law directs gates to include in their definitions

4 BEST COPY AVAILABLE

of reportable abuse. maltreatment allegedly committed by any
-person who is responsible for the child's welfare." 42 U.S.C. §
51060 5). but contains no specific reference to educational
employees. The regulations do mandate inclusion of persons
providing -out of home care but again do not specifically list
school petsonnel as part of this woup. 45 C.ER § 1340.2(dX4).
Some gate statutes have opted to require explicitly the reporting
of abuse committed by school employees. See. eg.. Cfilif. Penal
Code § 11165.5: Conn. Gen. Stat. § 17-38a(b); Fla. Stat. Ann. §
415.503(1 1). Other state laws require reporting of abuse by
school employees under definitions which do not distinguish
among perpetrators. Sev, e.g.. La. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 14:403(BX1).
(2); Wash. Rev. Code Ann. § 26.44.02(X12): Wis. Stat. Ann. §
48.981(1)(a). Other definitions would apparently require
repotting of secual abuse by a school employee but are less clear
with regard to cther forms of abuse. See e.g., Ala. Code § 26-16-
2(aX2); Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. § 722.622(c). (e). Many states.
consistent with federal requirements. mandate reporting of
suspected abuse committed by perpetrators designated by such
terms as -person responsible for [child's] welfare." "person who
has permanent or temporary cure or argody or responsibility for
supervision of the child." "custodian," and -pecon having aistocl,'
or control." These terms make agency jurisdiction and reporting
obligations ambiguous with respect to abuse committed by a
school employee. Such vague terms inay be more dearly defined
in administrative regulations adopted by social service agencies to
encompiss school-based abuse. If so. these regulations and their
legal basis should be clearly communicated to gate and local
school officials. Increasing the understanding of school officials as
to the scope of their reporting obligations will help to reduce
uncertainty that may lead to non-reportingwhich may be
misread as lack of cooperation or intentional concealment.
School officials must equally be aware of court decisions which
may provide more definitive guidance. It is especially important
where no other legal guidelines exist as to reporting
responsibilities iii school based abuse cases, that schcols establish
their own formal procedures indicating the circumstances under
which either CPS or law enforcement agents should be contacted
or seek clarification of the issue in an interagency agreement.

Investigations

One of the more controversial areas in interagency efforts
concerns the role of school personnel in the investigation of
alleged child abuse by a xhool employee. As noted above, some
states have statutes mandating that schools cooperate with
investigations being conducted by CPS workers or law
enforcement agents by providing access to complainants and
witnesses for interviews on school grounds or providing
information not otherwise protected from disclosure. School
districts subject to such statutory requirements or those who
choose to cooperate as a matter of policy should not interpret
cooperation to mean either unquestioning deferral to the wishes
and demands of these outside agencitz nor as an invitation to rely
on them to satisfy the obligations of the school district to
investigate.

Once a school district receives a complaint or information that
a school employee has abused a student. the district must move
beyond passive cooperation and take affumafive steps separate
from CPS or law enforcement activities. Taking independent
action may in many instances be mast effective if the district
coordinates and consults with CPS and law enforcement
personnel. Communication and collaboration whether on a case-

Inquiry & Ana6rsis
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by-case basis, or under the terms of an interagency memorandum
of agreement am do much to alleviate some of the concerns
raised by child welfare advocates over school investigation in
child abuse cases.

Authority to Investigate

Some have suggested that school officials have no authority to
investigate allegations of child abuse committed by school
employees. It is true that every state charges CPS or law
enforcement agencies with the duty of validating ittports of
suspected child abuse, but it is not clear that such jurisdiction is
intended to be exclusive. Few would dispute that schools should
exereise reasonable care to protect the health and safety of their
students. In absence of any specific prohibition. a school should
undertake a seperate investigation of alleged abuse committed by
a school employee, especially where there exists no ageement
for information sharing between the district and CPS or law
enforcement. Lacking such an agreement, a district should not
assume that either CPS or law enforcement agents will want to or
legally be permitted to release tiler investigative data to school
districts. See. e.g., Biggs. J. and Rice. K. School Administrators
Guide to Intestigations. 4 fl. 10 (Wash. Educ. Resources. Inc.
1992)(noting cases of abuse by certificated staff in several
Washington counties in which CPS and law enforcemeni were
notified but provided no follow up information to school districts).
Under such circumstances, a school district must develop its own
information to support discharge of an employee who actually
has abused a student. Furthermore, a school district which fails to
adequately investigate charges of alleged child abuse by a school
employee sabjects itself to potential liability, or at least the cost of
defending law slits. under both state and federal law. See. e.g.,
Doe v. Taiior Independent School Dispia. 975 F.24 137 (5th Cir.
1992); Stoneking v. Bradford Area School District. 882 F.2d 730 (2d
Cit 1989) (section 1983 cases based en school officials' failure to
investigate adequately reported incidents of sexual molestation of
students by school employees); Bratton v. Calkins and Deer
Panz School Dist. No. 87-2-00007-3 (Spokane Cnty.. Wash. Super.
Ct. July 1991Xcited in Biggs, J. Administrators Guide. at 11 as case
of -negligent investigation" resulting in verdict for plaintiff of
several hundred thousand dollars). See also Gregory. G. "Sexual
Harassment Against Students." Soaral Harassment in the Schools:
Pretenting and Defending Against Claims (Rev. Ed.) 35 (NSBA
1993).

Unqualified Child Interviewers

Opponents of school diitrict investigations inevitably cite the
lack of qualifications of school administrators to properly
interview children and to gather and assimilate information in
child abuse cases. This objection does have some foundation.
particularly in cases of sexual abuse, because critical testimony by
the abused child may he excluded from subsequent adjudicatory
hearings if the initial interviewer unduly influenced or
-contaminated" the child's accourit of events by asking leading or
suggestive questions. Other internal factors may recommend
against a school administrator conducting the investigadon in a
case of sexual abuse of a student by a staff member. Biggs
mentions several important considerations: 1) an investigating
administrator may he placed in a no win situation because of
disagreements among staff as to whether the abuse occurred:
2) an investigation by a school administrator may he perceived as
a cover up or at least be considered suspect; 3) an administrator
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may be criticized for inadequate investigation if she misses.
misinterprets or fails to pursue a lead that a trained investigator
would have handled differently. Administrators Gukle. at 11.

In order to overcome these problem. Biggs recommends, and
this author concurs, that school districts consider implementing a
two-tier investigation process similar to the one established in the
State of Iowa. See Model Policy and Rules on Procedures for
Investigating .4llegations of Abuse of Students by school
Emplowes (Iowa Dept. of aux. Nov. 1989). Under the Iowa
system. a trained school employee or administrator conducts a
prompt first-tier investigation which results in a tentative
conclusion as to whether the allegation is well founded and
whether refenul to law enforrement or a second level investigator
is necessary. The system contemplates full investigation and
resolution of most complaints of physical abuse at the first tier
level; however, serious cases of physical abuse and likely
incidents of semal abuse are refened to law enforcemtnt if the
conduct, if true, would constitute a crime or to a second tier
investigator if the improper conduct would not be considered
criminal but is sufficient grounds for discipline or termination.
The second tier investigator should be an independent
professional investigator. preferably experienced in handling
abuse cases and with no personal or professional bias to
predetermine outcome.

Because of the sensitive and crucial nature of the victim's
testimony in a sexual abuse case, Bigp recommends that schools
contact CPS or law enforcement to conduct the initial interview-.
especially where the child is very young. Avoiding in depth
questioning of the child before a CPS or law enforcement
interview would not appear to jeopardize the school's interest in
gathering its own facts and would reduce the possibility of
"contaminating" the child's testimony. However, school districts
should seek either through an established agreement or case-by-
case requests to have a school representative present at the
interview conducted by CPS or law enforcement. The school
person present should be someone with whom the child is
Familiar to help put the (hid at ease. See Role of Educators, at 26;
accord. Hungerford. N. "Investigating and Screening Sexual
Misconduct Charges and Coordination with Other Agencies."
School law in 1?etiew-1991, at 8-6 (NSBA 1991). X/hether the
school representative will actively participate in the interview
should be determined by mutual agreement before the interview
takes place. Some states grant CPS the authority to determine the
presence and participation of a school representative at such
interviews. Wash. Rev, Code § 26.44.03(X9), while other states
specifically allow the presence of a school person. e,g., Wyo. Stat.
§ 14-3-214.

The presence of a school employee at the CPS or law
enforcement interview may also help to reduce the need for
repeated questioning of the child whk:h can re-traumatize the
child. Other means, such as note takng, and audio or video
recording, to "capture" the child's initial statement may be
considered as long they do not interfere with the interview
process or intimidate the child. The possible release of these
recordings to the accused employee's attorney and their
admissibility in future kgal proceedings should also be factors in
determining whether such techniques should he used.

Advance Notice to the Accused

Child welfare advocates have also voiced concerns about
schocl district practices regarding the timing and specificity of
notice tc aa accused employee that charges of abuse have been
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made. Although no one disputes that the accused has a right to
know about such serious allegations, some feel that notice
without immediate questioning allows a guilty employee time to
concoct an "alibi or cover Army. Howevet a school may not he
able to delay naitication to an employee of charges made against
him or her if a collective bargaining apeement or other contract
lerm provides for immediate notice. Under suth circumstances.
the Iowa Model Policy provides that the contract terms shall
control. The Iowa procedures, however, also comment that
'Eglenerally recomized investigative technique provides that little
or no notice is given to an accused person prior to being
interviewed. This is to the benefit of the innocent as well as to the
detriment of the guilty." Iowa Model Policy § 102.8 Comment.
Consistent with this view, the policy directs that in cases of alleged
physical abuse. the level one investigator will question the
employee at the time the accused receives a copy of the
complaint. When a sex crime has been alleged. the level one
investigator makes the preliminary determination of whether the
allegations are founded based solely on the interview with the
student. Where collective bargaining agreements require
immediate notice, the investigator can either interview the
employee at the time the accused is provided a copy of the
complaint or else coordinate with law enforcement authorities
who will conduct a separate interview right after the employee
receives notice. The policy specifically notes that even a lapse of a
few hours between notice and an investigative interview is not
good practice.

These procedures are not without risks. Some school
attorneys have cautioned that when an employee is fug notified
of the charges made against him and the district's decision to
suspend him pending an investigation, the employee should not
be asked to rcvond to any specific questions. -Investigating and
Screening," at 8-7. Hungerford's concerns are based on the
following:

Often the employee will not have representation at this
initial meeting. which is usually scheduled quickly in order
to suspend the employee and separate that employee from
students during the investigation. Administration pressure
to get the employee "to talk" during this meeting may
backfire. resulting in an accusation that the employee was
deprived of her right to representation. The sympathy of
fellow employees for the accused may be aroused by a
belief that the district took advantage of the staff member
under investigation.

Id. To avoid these problems, deferring an interview with an
employee until after a law enforcement agent has questioned the
accused seems well-advised. In this manner. the employee will
be interviewed by a skilled professional initially and will be able
to contact an attorney or union representative for any future
interviews by the school district Of course, this practice will work
most effectively where there is clear communication between the
two agencies and the maximum exchange of information
permitted by law.

Case Disposition

Because the agencies are charged with different
responsibilities, the efforts of school districts, law enforcement and
CPS nmy not coincide at the disposition stage. Cooperative
agreements functioning during the investigatory phase may be
helpful in averting some of the potential conflicts by mating a
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coordinated investigation which provides all parties with the
information necessary to accomplish their purposes. However.
other issues may still arise despite cooperative efforts.

In order to discipline abusive teachers effectively, school
districts must sometimes act even where the misconduct does not
rise to the level of criminal activity but nonetheless constitutes
behavior warranting discipline or discharge kr Immoral" conduct
or neglect of duty. School ditricts likewise must have their own
hwestigatory intbmiation when aiminal sex abuse is involved. As
Hungerford points out the law enforcement agency may for its
own reasons drop the complaint without resolution or may
engage in plea bargrining to a lesser charge. Even if the matter is
brought to trial it may not result in a conviction on criminal sex
abuse charges. Where there is no clear cut determination of guilt
through the criminal justice system or even where the staff
member is acquitted. there still may be sufficient evidence to
justify a district's seeking discharge. School district hearings, unlike
criminal proceedings, are not subiect to a "beyond a reasonable
doubt" standard. -Investigating and Screening," at 8-3.

Timing of adjudicatory hearings may also have to be
coordinated. Hungerford notes that the school diArict may be
ready to conduct a disciplinary or discharge hearing before the
information gathered by law enforcement even goes to a grand
jury for indictment. Whether to postpone the district's action until
the criminal process is completed depends on a number of
factors. In some jurisdictions, a school district may be compelled
by statute or contract to either begin dismissal proceedings or
reinstate a suspended teacher within a specified time frame. If the
school district deems a delay desirable, it will have to seek
agreement from the accased's counsel to waive the statutory or
contract deadline. Before making such a decision, the district
mikt carefully weigh several factors.

[It] depend's] on whether the staff member will be on paid
or unpaid status in the meantme. the likely days or months
of delay, and the impact that conviction or exoneration
would have on the dharia's own course of action. If, fo.-
instance, the district's own investigation convinces
superintendent that dismissal is called for because of
neglect of duty, regardless of whether a criminal conviction
occurs, then there would seem to he little reason for the
district to delay its action.

Id. at 8-4. Hungerford also notes that a school district may decide
to delay its termination poceedings if a criminal trial is scheduled
which involves the same set of facts, making it likely that the
employee will be advised by his attorney not to respond to certain
questions by district officials which might prejudice his Fifth
Amendment rights not to incriminate himself. Testimony given by
an accused employee under cxith at a termination hearing could
be used to impeach later testimony given in a criminal trial or
introduced as admissions if the employee refusal to take the
stand. While the district could poceed using evidence other than
testimony from the accused, it could not argue that the
employee's failure to respond to questions indicates "guilt" Id.

Where there are pending criminal proceedings, the district
may also wish to coordinate the timing of its hearing with the
prosecutor. The prosecutor may attempt to pemade the school
district to postpone its hearing ..cder to avoid giving the
employee's attorney an opportunity for discovery and
intimidation or discrediting of key witnesses prior to the aiminal
trial. The school &Aria must keep in mind that if it awe; to the
delay, it will heir the additional ccxst of paying the teacher while
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the aiminal justice i?ii-kOs nins is Course. In addition; aS rioted

above, there is no asstitance-thit a Convktion will resuk Acquittal

7s) of an employee in a 'ailk trial does not preclude termination
of the accused but does intredike a strong element of ambiguity
into the hearing despite the difference in die standards of proof.
See Pedersen, D. and Haztog-Rapp, F. "Discipline of Teachers for
Reasons of Immorality," Preventing and Defending Actions by
Scbool District Empioyees, B173-74 (NSBA Council of School
Attorneys Seminar, Aug. 1986). Conveying these general
concerns to one another may help facilitate agreanerit on a case-
by-case basis wherein each party assesses the strength and likely

arcane of its case and detamhies the impatanceof the timing
of its ptoceedings in relation to the other party. Development of

a wccking relationship may not always prcduce agreement but
can achieve workable compromises where lack of
communication may aeate otherwise avoklableproblem&

. . ,

SCHOOL DISnutrs REUTIONSHIP W/111
spARENIs

In cases of school based abuse, schools can do much to
facilitate investigation, allay fears and suspicions and avoid
potential liability by dearly communicating with the parents and
child about the status and process of the case. Pedersen and
Hartog-Rapp suggest that the parents and the child should be
advised of the seriousness of the.tharge, assured cf the disttia's
support if tir allegationsize stxywn to be true, informed that the
accused employee does have certain rights guaranteed by law

which the school must respect and asked to report any
acklitional Contact frau the employee or unusual cccunences. If
the parents have .na already contacted a social service or law
enforcement agenw and a report appears indicated, the school
district should inform the patent that the matter will be repotted
to the appropriate agency which will also be conducting a
separate investigation. Parents should be advised of the distinct
responsibilities of each agency and the reasons for keeping
some investigative matters separate: They should be told that
their cooperation with each investigation is appropriate.
`Discipline of Teachers," at B168, B175-76.

As the school district's investigation progresses, parents
should be given appropriate information about die status of the
case to assure them that the disttia is acting as quickly and
vigorously as possible to reach a prompt resolution. Their
confidence in the school district's response to the situation is
cmcial to maintaining their cooperation and to avoiding later
charges of a cover-up or inadequate investigation.

CONCLIZION

Interagency cooperation can assist a school district in
responding effectively to allegations of abuse by school
employees. Whether through formal statutorily created
mechanism or through development of working relationships
based on mutual trust and understanding, schools can meet their

own obligations without interfering with the efforts of other
governmental agencies to combat child abuse.
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